Vanguard Plus speaks Spanish with New Bilingual Option!

**Overview**

Vanguard Plus is a full-sized, dynamic display communication device featuring synthesized and digitized speech, computer emulation, and infrared environmental controls.

Vanguard has a striking 12.1" touch screen display with adjustable backlighting. The large, full-color display can aid clients with visual or motor issues or clients using scanning as their access method. Vanguard’s integrated headpointing system utilizes Madentec's Tracker One technology.

The Vantage Lite and Vanguard Plus have the same operating systems, features, and capabilities. Choose Vanguard for a larger screen; Vantage Lite for portability.

**Features**

- "Exploration Wizard" for exploring targeting, picture recognition, associations, and vocabulary options.
- Built-in media player for playing MP3, WMA, and WAV files in stereo
- Built-in computer access and environmental controls.
- IR capabilities and environmental controls
- Notebook capability for creating or storing text.
- Presets to support implementation of LAMP therapy strategies
- Special vocabulary sets for adults with acquired language disorders.
- Spelling and Word Prediction software.
- PRC Application and Support Software (PASS™)
- Setup key enables instant programming
- Access methods include, direct selection; single- or dual-switch scanning; USB and serial ports to accommodate other external headpointing solutions.

**Voices**

- Acapela Text-to-Speech
- Fonix-DECTalk Text-to-Speech software
- RealSpeak Text-to-Speech
  - Click here for a Male voice sample
  - Click here for a Female voice sample

**Specifications**

Device Specifications
- Weight: 6 lbs.
- Dimensions: 12.75"w x 10.25"h x 3.25"d
- Display size: 12.1" SVGA (diagonal measurement)
- Speech memory: More than 60 minutes of digitized speech capacity
- Battery life: 8 hours (1 battery pack)
- Language Activity Monitoring (LAM)
- Secure Digital (SD) card slot

**Vanguard Plus Standard Configuration**

- Unity® Language System and vocabulary guide
- Battery charger
- Operator Manual on disc
- “Easy Start” operator’s guide
- Built-in stand and mounting plate
- USB cable and USB flash drive
- Optional Bluetooth® capability
- Standard two-year warranty

**Bilingual Option**

An **A complete Spanish-based solution!**

- **Bilingual Capabilities:** Using similar keys and learned sequences, users can communicate either in Spanish or English.
- **Dedicated Spanish Support:** Manuals are provided in both languages and bilingual telephone support is available to users, clinicians, and family members.
- **Six user areas (15-, 45- and 84-location arrangements in both Spanish and English)**
  - English Unity 15 – Unidad español 15
  - English Bridge – Puente 45
  - Unity 84 Sequenced – Unidad español 84
- **A ToolBox in Spanish in the Spanish user area; English in the English user area.**
- **Icon labels in Spanish in the Spanish user area; English in the English user area.**
- **One key to switch between languages.**
- **A Spanish Word Prediction dictionary.**
- **The Speech Dictionary easily changes the pronunciation of words.**
- **Digitized speech for recorded vocabulary words and messages.**
- **Spanish speech synthesizers RealSpeak™ Javier and Acapela Rosa for natural-sounding Spanish voices.**
- **Spanish that is spoken in the American Southwest. Spanish-speaking people from other parts of the country may want to customize the program.**

**Available Options:**

- **WordPower:** Add WordPower (+$350.00)
- **IntelliTools Classroom Suite:** Add IntelliTools (+$345.00)
- **Extended Warranty:**
  - Platinum - 1 Year (+$888.00)
  - Platinum - 2 Year (+$1,524.00)
  - Platinum - 3 Year (+$2,025.00)
  - Platinum - 4 Year (+$2,472.00)
  - Gold - 1 Year (+$684.00)
  - Gold - 2 Year (+$1,134.00)
  - Gold - 3 Year (+$1,503.00)
Gold - 4 Year (+$1,860.00)

**Integrated Headpointing:** Add Integrated Headpointing (+$895.00)

**PCS Symbols:** Add PCS Symbols (+$375.00)

**Bilingual Spanish/English:** Add Bilingual (+$350.00)

**Clarity Symbol Set:** Add Clarity Symbol Set (+$100.00)

**Clarity/PCS Symbol Set:** Add Clarity/PCS Symbol Set (+$475.00)

**Bluetooth(R) Phone Card:** Add Bluetooth(R) Phone Card (+$250.00)
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